BentWord-Search

Search the grid to find and circle each scientist name in the name list. The special twist is that each name is not found in a straight line. Rather, each name has exactly one bend (of 45, 90, or 135 degrees) in it. Also, no letter is shared by more than one term. The unused letters, when looked at one column at a time, will tell what these scientists have in common.

NAME LIST:
Watt
Sievert
Faraday
Ohm
Kelvin
Henry
Celsius
Tesla
Becquerel
Volta
Siemens
Hertz
Pascal
Joule
Weber
Coulomb
Newton
Ampere
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The unused letters are *italicized* below. When looked at one-column-at-a-time, they spell out *SI Unit Scientists*. SI is the abbreviation for the International System of Units.

**Bonus observation:** Three of the scientists’ names don’t exactly match their corresponding units: Faraday (farad), Volta (volt), and Celsius (degree Celsius).

Puzzle created by Paul French, Associate Professor, Physics and Astronomy, SUNY College at Oneonta, Oneonta NY